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ABSTRACT

The E911 Initiative in the mid-1990s established an opportunity to obtain location specific digital evidence of subscriber activity from cellular carriers. Call Detail Records (CDR) containing Cell Site Location Information (CSLI) evidence production was made available from cellular carriers in response to the CALEA, 911 and ECPA acts. In the late 1990s, cellular carriers began to produce evidence for investigative and litigation purposes. CDR/CSLI evidence has become an important evidentiary focus in the courtroom. This research project resulted in the creation of a method of validating cellular carrier records accuracy and mitigating errors in forensic cell site analyst conclusions. The process establishes a scientific foundation critical to satisfying key Daubert requirements. The United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) awarded a patent for this methodology.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In 1996, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) issued an order for the Enhanced 911 initiative. Phase 1 required that the location of the cell site to which a subscriber device was registered during communications be documented as part of the record keeping process (FCC, 2001). As early as 1999, cellular carriers began to produce Call Detail Records (CDR)/Cell Site Location Information (CSLI) evidence in response to subpoena, search warrants, and court orders. The primary focus of the analysis of this type of evidence is two-fold: 1) analysis of who was communicating with the subscriber and 2) where the subscriber device was located during communications. Forensic cell site analysis became a new forensic analysis discipline requiring knowledge of cellular carrier network infrastructure and operations as well as an ability to analyze and interpret CDR/CSLI evidence.

Cellular carrier evidence produced most often are Call Detail Records (CDR) which include location evidence, commonly called Cell Site Location Information (CSLI).

Most significantly, CSLI is frequently analyzed to determine the location of a subscriber device during active communications sessions. Forensic cell site analysts often create maps exhibiting cell site locations and estimate cell site coverage in the
form of pie slices or Vs. Mapping produced by analysts have varying levels of accuracy, often providing an unreliable interpretation of the actual evidence.

Analysts typically plot the GPS coordinates of cell sites (which include Base Transceiver Station, NodeB, eNodeB, and future 5G Access Points) (5G PPP AWG, 2016; Freescale Semiconductor, 2009) provided by the cellular carrier and illustrate an estimate of coverage for communications sessions of interest without establishing any basis for the estimate. If challenged, and absent adequate analysis error mitigation or evidence validation, the resulting analysis fails to meet Daubert requirements.

In the United States, forensic cell site analysis has been utilized extensively in criminal cases. The United States Department of Justice stated that defendant location evidence is of utmost importance and that historical cell site analysis is a primary means of establishing such evidence (O’Malley, 2011). In civil cases, such as distracted driving litigation, cell site analysis of CDR/CSLI evidence is frequently used to determine driver fault. Chief Justice Roberts noted that “[m]odern cell phones … are now such a pervasive and insistent part of daily life that the proverbial visitor from Mars might conclude they were an important feature of human anatomy” (Riley v. California, 2014). A review and analysis of caselaw regarding the limitations and admissibility of historical cell site evidence resulted in publication of a law journal article in which several conclusions were offered including the statement that, “[h]opefully courts will preclude the admission of sub-par tracking testimony that is based on unreliable and unsubstantiated techniques” (Blank, 2011).

The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) has published extensive forensic evidence guidance and standards documents for the acquisition, validation and analysis of computer and cell phone evidence (Ayers, Brothers, & Jansen, 2014). Curiously absent are standards for the handling, analysis, validation or error mitigation of CDR/CSLI evidence in NIST publications.

The United Kingdom is addressing the field of Digital Forensics – Cell Site Analysis by creating a code of practice and conduct through its Forensic Science Regulator Department (United Kingdom Forensic Science Regulator, 2016). The UK Accreditation Service for Laboratory Accreditation has also initiated an accreditation program for Forensic Cell Site Analysis. Validation is mentioned generally in the United Kingdom accreditation specifications and standards; however, no specific methodologies are delineated (United Kingdom Accreditation Service, 2016). This is the only state sponsored certification and standards development program for forensic cell site analysis discovered during research.

2. ERROR RATES

Live multilateration and trilateration device location calculation techniques, utilized during 911 calls, upon declaration of exigent circumstance, or during authorized wiretap intercepts include confidence and uncertainty (C/U) data (FCC, 2015). This type of evidence is produced in criminal cases and the C/U data is the only error rate information acknowledged or produced by cellular carriers in real time device tracking.

The absence of statistical data regarding CDR/CSLI evidence error rates coupled with the discovery of several types of errors encountered during research and analysis is the basis of a growing sense of fallibility in the cellular industry’s record keeping process.
Errors have been discovered during CDR/CSLI evidence review and analysis in several distinct areas. Cellular carriers have documented neither error rates nor validation methodologies for the following:

1. Carrier cell site location database records.
2. CDR/CSLI records.
3. Documented network infrastructure and operational failures.

The FCC maintains Universal Licensing Filings which include cellular carrier transmitting cell site licensing (FCC, n.d). The FCC has documented neither error rates nor a validation methodology for the filings.

The Scientific Working Group on Digital Evidence (SWGDE, 2017) establishes that “a process for recognizing and describing both errors and limitations” (p. 8) should be utilized so “that confidence in digital forensic results is best achieved by using an error mitigation analysis approach that focuses on recognizing potential sources of error and then applying techniques used to mitigate them, including trained and competent personnel using tested and validated methods and practice” (p. 8).

3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This study addresses three fundamental questions:

1. What are the methods for validating CDR/CSLI evidence and mitigating errors in forensic cell site analysis?
2. How often is evidence validation undertaken?
3. How effective is the error mitigation?

In sworn testimony and certified written responses, cellular carriers have stated that no error rate exists for their database repositories of subscriber activity records, carrier network infrastructure documentation, maintenance, and performance records. Thus, CDR/CSLI evidence production has historically been submitted as accurate by cellular carrier legal compliance departments and acknowledged as accurate by the courts without any validation or error mitigation.

For this research project, criminal and civil cases were reviewed in which historical CDR/CSLI evidence was produced and analyzed for subscriber device location. In every case selected for the control group, a preliminary analysis mapping of the CSLI was produced by the analyst (the first item in the Table 1 chart).

Each case was next reviewed to determine if an analyst performed any type of validation of the evidence or error mitigation of the preliminary analysis mapping.

Research was conducted of the cellular carrier network infrastructure, subscriber communications flow through the network, subscriber authentication techniques and CDR/CSLI records creation methods. The fact that cellular carriers document all aspects of subscriber access and usage of the network infrastructure verifies that validation and error mitigation of this type of evidence can be accomplished by the forensic cell site analyst.

Further data was collected regarding how cellular carrier planned and unplanned maintenance logs are recorded. Ongoing maintenance of cellular carrier networks is accomplished by operations and maintenance personnel either contracted by or working directly for each cellular carrier. Each cellular carrier operates one or more Network Operations Centers (NOCs). Further research accompanied with evidence produced from compel proceedings revealed that maintenance records are kept for three or more years.

From this compilation arose a hypothesis resulting in several CDR/CSLI evidence
validation and error mitigation steps listed as follows:

Evidence Validation & Error Mitigation Steps

1. Perform Preliminary Mapping
2. Validation of the Geographic Locations of Cell Sites
3. Drive Test / Radio Survey Validation of Actual Sector Coverage Extents
4. Topographic Analysis for Void Coverage Areas
5. Subscriber Aggregating Event Research
6. Analysis of Traffic Congestion Policies and Cellular Carrier Network Infrastructure Threshold Settings
7. Research of Historical Weather Conditions
8. Analysis of Network Operations Center Maintenance Logs for Planned/Unplanned Outages
9. Analysis of Cellular Carrier Performance Metrics
10. Research of Cellular Carrier Adherence to 3GPP, 3GPP2, ETSI, and IETF Operating Standards
11. Production of a Final Refined Accuracy Mapping Analysis

Table 1. Rate of validation and error mitigation performed prior to application of methodology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Validation and Error Mitigation Step</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Preliminary Mapping Analysis</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Validation of Geographic Locations of Cell Sites</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drive Test / Radio Survey Validation of Actual Sector Coverage Extents</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topographic Analysis for Void Coverage Areas</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subscriber Aggregating Event Research</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis of Traffic Congestion Policies/Thresholds</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research of Historical Weather Conditions</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis of Network Operations Center Maintenance Logs for Planned/Unplanned Outages</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis of Cellular Carrier Performance Metrics</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Adherence to 3GPP/3GPP2 - ETSI Standards</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Produced a Final Refined Accuracy Mapping Analysis</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The data in Table 1 was derived from approximately 100 criminal and civil cases in which a forensic cell site analyst created mapping exhibits during the interpretation of CDR/CSLI evidence and produced an analysis for use in litigation.

Table 1 shows the percentage of cases in which validation and error mitigation was performed.

Several observations were noted from the enquiry:

First, in only 11% of cases were any cell sites validated for geographic location. Neighboring or adjacent cell sites that would fall into the neighbor list, a list of cell sites
maintained within every subscriber device, were rarely validated for geographic location.

Second, in only 7% of the cases was drive testing/radio survey performed. Most of those radio surveys were performed using a single test phone rather than using multiple test phones sending/receiving voice calls, text messages, etc. The surveys also focused only on cell sites of interest rather than a geographic area that included cell sites utilized by the subscribe device and neighboring or adjacent cell sites in the neighbor list.

Third, the analyst’s final analysis mapping was subjected to proper validation and error mitigation in only 7% of the cases.

Fourth, in the vast majority of cases no validation or error mitigation analysis steps were performed.

Application of the hypothesis to the control group tested the effectiveness and significance of utilizing the devised methodology.

4. OUTCOMES FROM APPLICATION OF VALIDATION & ERROR MITIGATION

Several validation and error mitigation steps, if applied prior to finalizing an analysis, ensure achievement of a reliable outcome.

4.1 Validation of the Geographic Locations of Cell Sites

Foremost, it is necessary for the analyst to compare the geographic cell site locations with the cellular carrier produced geographic cell site location records.

Performing this step comprises an onsite collection of the actual geographic cell site locations using a Global Positioning System (GPS) capable instrument, use of an internet search tool such as the FCC database repository of radio frequency transmitting sites, or utilization of an aerial image viewing tool such as Google Earth to validate the carrier records. When cell site locations are not validated the preliminary analysis mapping risks introduction of false positive indications of the general location of the cellular subscriber device. This fundamental first validation step eliminates a substantial percentage of errors.

An example of this validation step’s impact on the cell site analysis outcome occurred when a cellular carrier produced records in response to a search warrant that erroneously identified more than 20 cell site locations within a radius of 2 miles. Many of the locations were identified as the same cell site scattered around the neighborhood. See figures 1 and 2 below. The records did not represent a Distributed Antenna System (DAS) under the ANSI/BICSI 006-2015 Distributed Antenna System (DAS) Design and Implementation Best Practices. The location data contained invalid location information, documented by contractors during initial installation or later equipment upgrades of the cell site (BICSI, 2015). Table 2 shows the error rate determined in the above example.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Los Angeles Area Total Cell Sites</th>
<th>Errant Cell Site Locations Discovered</th>
<th>Error Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4979</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>1.91%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWITCH</td>
<td>CELL</td>
<td>SECTOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sante Fe1(SW3)</td>
<td>409</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sante Fe1(SW3)</td>
<td>409</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sante Fe1(SW3)</td>
<td>409</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sante Fe1(SW3)</td>
<td>409</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sante Fe1(SW3)</td>
<td>409</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sante Fe1(SW3)</td>
<td>409</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sante Fe1(SW3)</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sante Fe1(SW3)</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sante Fe1(SW3)</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sante Fe1(SW3)</td>
<td>412</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sante Fe1(SW3)</td>
<td>412</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sante Fe1(SW3)</td>
<td>412</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sante Fe1(SW3)</td>
<td>412</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sante Fe1(SW3)</td>
<td>412</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sante Fe1(SW3)</td>
<td>412</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sante Fe1(SW3)</td>
<td>440</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sante Fe1(SW3)</td>
<td>440</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sante Fe1(SW3)</td>
<td>440</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sante Fe1(SW3)</td>
<td>440</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 1.** Example List of Erroneous Cell Sites Discovered

**Figure 2.** Depiction of the Mapped Coordinates of Erroneous Cell Sites Locations.
4.2 Drive Test / Radio Survey Validation of Actual Sector Coverage Extents

The collection of on-site wireless cellular service test data, commonly called drive test or radio survey data, is important to the maintenance of cellular carrier networks. Radio surveys assist carrier engineering and operations departments in determining not only the coverage extents of each cell site but also handover / handoff performance and other performance characteristics of the network (Hoy, 2015). The utilization of radio survey data, in the context of this study, is primarily to estimate the radio frequency propagation coverage extents for each validated cell site location as well as handover / handoff performance (Tart, Brodie, Gleed, & Matthews, 2012). Historic radio survey data acquired near the time of critical events will best depict network coverage during those critical events. Of paramount importance, the forensic cell site analyst must understand which generation (2G, 3G, 4G, LTE, 5G, etc.) of the cellular network was in use by the subscriber device to create the CSLI evidence and validate that radio survey data was sourced from the correct generation. Confirmation of any use of DAS or other relay nodes in the region under analysis is also critical to the validation and error mitigation process.
Figure 3. Graphic Examples of Drive Test/Radio Survey Data Filtered for Cell Sites of Interest.
Cellular carriers maintain drive test/radio survey data; however, subpoenas or court orders are currently required to obtain the data. Figure 3 exhibits the use of cellular carrier produced drive test / radio survey data to depict sector coverage and hand over zones. Private entities conduct radio surveys for a variety of purposes, including the fulfillment of contracts with carriers (MobileComm Professionals, 2015) and, upon request, for use in forensic cell site analysis. The FBI Cellular Analysis Survey Team (CAST) performs radio surveys in some cases, though often not adequate to map the neighbor list cell site coverage extents in a proper manner. In some instances, this data may not be available to an analyst. If not, then other analysis steps will assist in further refining the potential coverage area of a cell site.

An alternate method is to obtain and analyze the technical configuration characteristics of each cell site and corresponding adjacent cell sites with a predictive cellular coverage application. The FCC Code of Federal Regulations defines a Cellular Geographic Service Area (CGSA) and Service Area Boundary (SAB) (FCC, 2013). Furthermore, a review of the Service Area Boundary (SAB) for each analyzed cell site will assist in performing an analysis based upon planned or unplanned adjacent cell site outages (Figure 4). Such analysis would expand the coverage area of any analyzed cell site if outage of any adjacent cell site is discovered during the analysis timeframe.

![Figure 4](http://wireless2.fcc.gov/UlsApp/UlsSearch/licenseLocDetail.jsp?pageNumToReturn=1&keyLoc=5015381&licKey=13092)

*Figure 4. Example of Federal Communications Commission Universal Licensing System Research Results Indicating the Service Area Boundary (SAB)*
4.3 Topographic Analysis for Void Coverage Areas

A topographic analysis tool should be utilized to determine the presence or absence of radio frequency propagation coverage due to morphologies that introduce absorption, refraction, diffraction, scatter or reflection of the cell site signal (NASA, 2016). The analysis may result in a preclusive or inclusive finding that the cellular subscriber device was located within an area near the location of critical events.

Other examples of radio frequency propagation coverage adjustment factors, including waterways, roadways, forestation, and high-rise buildings, should also be investigated for modification of signal coverage (Hamid & Kostanic, 2013; Hata, 1980; Lee, 1995, 2005; Okamura, Ohmori, Kawano, & Fukuda, 1968).

4.4 Subscriber Aggregating Event Research

The analyst should undertake additional research for subscriber aggregating events occurring in the general vicinity of key cell sites and near the time of critical events. Examples of subscriber aggregating events that cause a clustering of cellular subscribers would be traffic congestion, traffic accidents, and sporting or other public events. Subscriber communications traffic congestion may result in the registration of a cellular subscriber device to a cell site that is not the nearest cell site to the cellular subscriber device nor is the strongest signal detected by the cellular subscriber device (Ali, 2009).

This analytical step would determine whether the estimated radio signal coverage of an analyzed cell site should be expanded to include a greater geographic area. Expanded coverage areas would alter the area within which the cellular subscriber device was located.

4.5 Analysis of Traffic Congestion Policies and Network Infrastructure Threshold Settings

A thorough review of the technical configuration characteristics and traffic congestion policies should be performed to determine a traffic loading threshold for the analyzed cell sites. The traffic loading threshold is the maximum number of cellular subscribers that may be concurrently registered to the analyzed cell sites (Bahl, Hajiaghayi, Jain, Mirrokni, Qiu, & Saberi, 2007). Subscriber communications traffic congestion may result in the registration of a cellular subscriber device to a cell site that is not the nearest cell site to the cellular subscriber device nor is the strongest signal detected by the cellular subscriber device (Ali, 2009).

Analysis should be undertaken of the historical weather records for certain weather events that may have resulted in disrupting cellular service provided by the analyzed cell sites. This step determines whether the radio signal coverage of an analyzed cell site should be expanded during mapping to include a greater geographic area.

The impact of weather on cellular communications, an example of which the graphic (figure 5) below depicts, demonstrates that the network is susceptible to rain fade or may suffer cell site outages caused by lightning strikes on or near cell sites (FCC, 2016).
Figure 5. Historical weather radar exhibiting severe weather during critical event times and resulting cellular network outages
4.7 Analysis of Network Operations Center Maintenance Logs for Planned or Unplanned Outages

Analysis of the operation and maintenance logs for an equipment disruption or other service disruption during critical event times is also important. An outage of neighboring cell sites will affect the radio frequency coverage area, thereby expanding the coverage of one or more cell sites. Figure 6 is an example of maintenance logging exhibiting sector and cell site outages (Xu, Broustis, Ge, Govindan, Mahimkar, Shankaranarayanan, & Wang, 2015).

Performing this step reveals any functionality issues within network elements including cell sites and communications traffic routing elements. Malfunctioning network elements in a cellular carrier network often modifies signal coverage and pathing/routing of communications sessions.

![Figure 6. Carrier maintenance logging documenting equipment failures.](image)

4.8 Analysis of Cellular Carrier Performance Metrics

Performance metrics are utilized by cellular carrier engineering teams to determine the overall regional health of the network. Review of the cellular carrier performance metrics for the 90 days prior to critical events in the region surrounding the vicinity of the subscriber device communications sessions under analysis will aid in determining whether the cellular network was functioning nominally (Ouyang & Falla, 2010).

Key Performance Indicators (KPI) such as Session Defect Ratio, Drop Call Rate, Hand Over Success Rate, Standalone Dedicated Control Channel Success Rate, Traffic Channel Traffic Carried, and Uplink Interference help determine the Quality of Service (QoS) in a cellular carrier network. These and other factors are important to understanding the
general condition of the network within the geographic region of analysis (Andleeb & Ali, 2015). This review will aid in validating the impact of planned and unplanned maintenance events on the state of network functionality.

4.9 Research of Cellular Carrier Adherence to 3GPP/ 3GPP2/ ETSI/ IETF Operating Standards

A review should be performed of the cellular carrier’s historical network infrastructure buildout and adherence to 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP), 3rd Generation Partnership Project 2 (3GPP2), European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) and Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) standards. Cellular networks are heavily integrated into the network of networks known as the Internet and utilize packet switched networking almost exclusively. Cell site to core cellular network element backhaul connectivity uses segments of the photonic backbone networks of the Internet.

The complexity of and inter-reliance upon multiple network operators necessitate that the forensic cell site analyst gains an advanced understanding of the complexity of roaming procedures between cellular carriers. Analysts should also obtain deep insight into peering and transit procedures between member networks of the Internet, the photonic backbones and packet switched network operations within the Internet, and the potential latency or failure points that arise when implementations do not comply with standards (Hussain, 2005).

Signaling System 7 (SS7) is the foundation set of telephony communication protocols developed in the 1970s. SS7 is a packet data network, used to set up and tear down phone calls, among other telephony network functions (including the transport of text messages). Signaling transport (SIGTRAN) denotes a family of protocols that improve the reliability of cellular communications delivery over packet switched networks (IETF, n.d.b), and deterministic networking (DETNET) protocols continue the reliable transport paradigm (IETF, n.d.a). The SIGTRAN and DETNET Working Groups of the IETF encompass a collection of standards that, when properly adhered to, assure delivery of control and user plane communications and content via cellular carrier network backhaul, fronthaul and crosshaul transports.

Conformance testing is addressed in multiple standards. An analyst must develop insight into how conformance testing is undertaken by a cellular carrier to ensure compliance with standards and optimization of control channel and subscriber communications flow (ETSI, 2017).

This step requires that an analyst acquire a substantial understanding of each cellular carrier’s historic operational adherence to standards as well as deep insight into each carrier’s design tactics, capital expenditure (CapEx) and operational expenditure (OpEx) investment, and adherence to the carrier’s own network design and construction philosophy, including engineering work plan detail adherence policy enforcement. This knowledge is available through training.

4.10 Outcomes

After applying the validation and error mitigation methodology to each case, the final analysis mapping resulted in a confirmation that the analysis of the CDR/CSLI evidence was as accurate as possible, eliminating innuendo or allusion in the analytical result.

Use of the methodology in the same group of criminal and civil cases resulted in a modified final mapping analysis in approximately 40% of the cases.

The most significant outcome was that in 6% of the cases, use of the validation and error
mitigation process resulted in a modified final mapping analysis that impacted the outcome of the case in terms of the verdict of guilt or innocence in criminal cases or damages award in civil litigation.

Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcomes from application of the methodology to the Control Group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of Cases Resulting in Modified Final Mapping Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of Cases Verdict Impacted by Modified Final Mapping Analysis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4 depicts the percentage of steps completed when CDR/CSLI evidence validation and analysis error mitigation was applied to the control group of criminal and civil cases reviewed in Table 1.

Each case had a unique set of conditions and those factors, coupled with the age of the case, determined what percentage of steps were completed.
5. CONCLUSIONS

This study determined the significance of performing validation of CDR/CSLI evidence and, furthermore, the importance of applying error mitigation when analyzing CDR/CSLI evidence.

Evidence validation and analysis error mitigation are critical to assuring reliable, repeatable analysis results when performing forensic cell site analysis in criminal and civil cases.

Properly applied, the discovered methodology advances the forensic cell site analysis protocol to a scientific level of certainty commensurate with key Daubert requirements. Use of the methodology was found to bring a significantly more reliable outcome to forensic cell site analysis.

The method for performing the discovered Evidence Validation and Analysis Error Mitigation Process (EVAEMP Method) may utilize the discovered steps in an either/or fashion after step 2, independently from or in addition to each other step in the process, as additional evidence (e.g., data, logging, test results, etc.) is available. The forensic cell site analysis should pursue execution of all steps whenever possible.

Although the described methodology may appear to some to be overkill, one only needs to consider that a wrongful conviction in criminal cases has a profound impact on lives of the accused or that civil case parties may be deeply affected by skewed financial awards. In 2015, the United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) awarded a patent for this methodology (Minor, 2015).

Note that while analysis tools are not delineated in this paper, it should be understood that the analysis utilizes one or a combination of more than one currently known tools and methods for performing the evidence validation and analysis error mitigation process described herein, including, but not limited to: human notation, a software database tool such as spreadsheet, Sequential Query Language or Structured Query Language, signals analysis software, radio frequency propagation analysis software or other specialty database software application, mapping software, and/or topographical mapping software. One example of the use of this process was in the "Cannibal Cop" case (United States v. Valle, 2014) (Atticus, 2014).

Although several specialty software tools purport to produce accurate analysis results, including mapping generated from CDR/CSLI evidence, none of the software tools currently perform the discovered evidence validation and analysis error mitigation methodology.

The conclusion from this study is that the discovered evidence validation and analysis error mitigation process will improve the reliability and precision of forensic cell site analysis by empowering analysts to offer conclusions that qualify as scientific knowledge derived from scientific methodology, using techniques generally accepted by the scientific community that can be tested.
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